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About This Content

The PRR K4 steam locomotive is a true American classic, and is the ideal companion to our Horseshoe Curve Expansion Pack
which captures the glory days of the PRR. Proudly nicknamed the Standard Passenger Locomotive of the World by the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the K4 first ran way back in 1914 and soon became a familiar sight all along the railroad as the PRR’s
premiere steam passenger locomotive. No less than 425 examples were built by the time production ended in 1928, and the K4

carried on to the very end of Pennsy steam in 1957, having hauled some of the railroad’s most prestigious passenger services and
even freight trains. Only two K4s now survive, but you can drive your very own K4 in Train Simulator! The K4 add-on is highly
detailed and included such features as a glowing firebox, realistic weathered black PRR livery and brand new driver and fireman

characters.

PLEASE NOTE: The K4 add-on requires the Horseshoe Curve Expansion Pack (available separately) to run.

Includes

Pennsylvania Railroad K4 steam locomotive in weathered PRR black livery

Scenarios

5 scenarios for the Horseshoe Curve Expansion Pack (available separately )
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WW2 part 1 - Boxed In (standard and career)

WW2 part 2 - Rushing the Rations (standard and career)

All Puffed Out (standard and career)

Dedicated Vigil (standard)

Westward Wonderer (standard)

Plus 4 free roams
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR K4 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Great Multiplayer Game. Had lots of fun with it.. this is a very nice bit of dlc it looks fantasic
and is great to drive. i recomend if you like the days of mainline steam. this game is abandoned in a broken state, while the
development team has moved on to create Battlerush 2. soon there will be nobody to play original Battlerush with, so it is hard
to recommend buying DLC for a buggy unfinished dead game that feels entirely like a cheap cash grab.

if the Devs had some meaningful reasons to abruptly stop working on Battlerush i really wish they would have communicated
this to us and been upfront about moving on to work on a 2nd edition. People would have bought DLC for the dead version of
this game generally, had they been informed.. Everything about this game is wrong, even the price. If it was free I still would've
felt ripped off. Just thinking about it makes me want to vomit..
\u0e0b\u0e37\u0e49\u0e2d\u0e42\u0e1b\u0e23\u0e41\u0e01\u0e23\u0e21\u0e41\u0e25\u0e49\u0e27 \u0e44\u0e21\u0e48\u0
e2a\u0e32\u0e21\u0e32\u0e23\u0e16\u0e40\u0e1b\u0e34\u0e14\u0e44\u0e14\u0e49\u0e04\u0e48\u0e30 \u0e40\u0e1b\u0e47
\u0e19\u0e1b\u0e31\u0e0d\u0e2b\u0e32\u0e17\u0e35\u0e48\u0e2d\u0e31\u0e19\u0e19\u0e35\u0e49\u0e2d\u0e31\u0e19\u0e
40\u0e14\u0e35\u0e22\u0e27 \u0e2a\u0e48\u0e27\u0e19 set \u0e2d\u0e34\u0e48\u0e19
\u0e15\u0e34\u0e14\u0e15\u0e31\u0e49\u0e07\u0e44\u0e14\u0e49
\u0e44\u0e21\u0e48\u0e21\u0e35\u0e1b\u0e31\u0e0d\u0e2b\u0e32\u0e04\u0e48\u0e30. Good quick playthrough, with
minimal gameplay but still enjoyable
This game is mostly satire about modern games

Worth only on sale, tho. As others seems to have done, I bought it to support the dev!. Very similar to the Android game
Monument Valley. Relaxing, fun, and a great value.. Why I left the game few reason one it keeps disconnceting.
Two if you want to lvl up fast it cost an arm and a leg.
Three Alliance like DBT , DBT2 , UKEA , UKTF , GAME SR2 who has joined together for one thing Bullie the rest of us they
let you get a lvl then boom they attack whiping out everything you had work so hard to do and the reason it bulling they attack
with out reason then they cyber bully you in message.
Four you can not relocate to another server to get away from bullies.

All I can say to you all is Good luck and try not to kill your self from the bullies.
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Excellent job. When you make an incentive for hybrid cars more people become enviromentalists. When you tax the crap out of
automobiles more people use public transportation. When the countries poverty is lowered the percentage of the poor population
lowers. The policies add increased immersion as well. It may not add much but it carries on the democracy 3 spirit of
experimentation.
\\. Marrakesh is a very vibrant extraordinary place that really puts you right into the center of the culture and makes you have to
adapt to the high security that follows the targets and really pushes up the level of difficulty and strategy for the game as well as
finally adding some more truth to the story.

+Culture is very well adept
+Lots of security and heavy armed guards making it more difficult
+Both targets essentially in highly restricted areas
+Overall more challenging than the last two maps making unlocks more enjoyable
+Story finally gives you more of what's going on in the campaign
+Bonus Mission
+Little bit of escalations

-Although the culture is very out there, the area feels dull and the colors lack with the outfits and the music and people it's very
bleh
-You'd think you could use the huge crowds to hide from guards but they somehow shoot you perfectly through people and not
hurt the civilians it all
-Even though the difficulty is turned up many challenges are annoying and hard to figure out
-Odd set of story of why to assassinate the targets
-So many opportunities cause you to run around the map and put so much effort into one kill it gets very tiring
-Same looking NPC's from Sapienza and same voice actor guards

Marrakesh is not the best looking destination and definitely gets tiring after playing it for awhile. But this is a must buy if you
want to continue playing the game, especially for the story but if you were to pick one to skip i'd skip this one as there isn't
much unique adaptations to this destinations and is an overall boring area.
. I would smash :]. bots plase!!!!!!!!!!!. A short game with neat art, and a fairly well-handled theme. Recommended.

For those like me with bad hands (or who're just bad with gamepads), there are much-appreciated "Easy" and "Narrative"
difficulty levels.. A short, free tech demo,

Really nice high-tech environment, I loved the look and feel of it of it.. I liked the game, you can play at work, would download
if it was on the phone. Yes someone is right, this is a cheap tropico clone, with simplier graphic, music and UI. it offers less
playability, and very much less realistically simulated commute traffic.
Bought on 75% discount, so no much complain, kinda a relaxed game if you just want to see money rolling in.
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